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    第一部分，首先阐明了本文的研究缘起及研究对象，在梳理整合相关文献后
进一步阐述《战国策》非形式谬误的研究现状以及分析相关问题，其次介绍了本
文的研究创新点，最后点明了本文的研究方法及研究意义。 














































Argumentation in <Strategies of the Warring States> is still one of the most 
important topics in the research upon this classic work. For a long time, academic 
study of <Strategies of the Warring States> has been concentrated on the art and 
techniques of arguments in the work, especially of the correct ones, while analysis of 
the incorrect arguments has been more focused on ambiguity of words than other 
types of fallacies which lack for systematic investigation. Hence, from the perspective 
of informal fallacies in modern logic, this paper, respecting and referring to previous 
research results, aims to collate and analyze systematically three types of informal 
fallacies in the text of <Strategies of Warring States>, i.e., fallacies of relevance, of 
weak induction and of presumption, based on which will be thorough exploration and 
discussion. 
This paper is to be divided into two parts. 
First in the introduction part, the origin and object of the research are illustrated 
as well as the present research status of informal fallacies in <Strategies of the 
Warring States> reflected by relevant literature, followed by analysis of research 
problems. Also included are the creativeness, methods and significance of the 
research of the paper. 
Second in the introduction part, the main part of the paper is composed of three 
chapters of empirical research and one chapter of theoretical research, namely 
conclusion. In Chapter One, fallacies of relevance are explored and analyzed through 
typical instances from articles of <Strategies of the Warring States>. The fallacy of 
appealing to the people is examined in the case of The Death of King Hui of Wei State, 
that of straw man in the case of A Wen Citizen Went to Zhou State, and that of 
argument against the person in the case of Four States Will Attack Qin State in Union. 

















of false cause is analyzed in the case of King Wuling Said One Day, that of weak 
analogy in the case of Fanju Lost Runan of Han State, and that of hasty generalization 
in the case of Thus A Persuader Said to Lord Chunshen. In Chapter Three, fallacies of 
presumption is investigated, still with some articles as examples. The fallacy of 
begging the question in the case of To Yanchu Said King Xuan of Qi State, that of 
suppressed evidence is discussed in the case of Suqin Talked about Alliance, and that 
of false dichotomy in the case of Caize Exiled by Zhao. Finally in the conclusion part 
of the paper, there is review and summary of the issue of informal fallacies in 
<Strategies of the Warring States>, with expectations for further research on such a 
significant topic. 
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   （一）研究缘起 









                                                             









































   （二）研究对象 
本文的研究对象是《战国策》中所存在的非形式谬误。 
《战国策》中记载的事件上接春秋，下迄秦统一，时间跨度约 260年。书中
                                                             











































                                                             
① 欧文·M·柯匹等著，张建军等译，《逻辑学导论》（第 11 版），中国人民大学出版社，第 8 页. 
② Hurley P J.A Concise Introduction to Logic.Belmont Wadsworth Publishing Company,1997,p1. 
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